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Introduction 

The basic object of international law is maintenance of world peace and security and prevention 

of threats to international peace. For this purpose, either of the methods of settlement of disputes 

can be applied. If a dispute is not settled by diplomatic or legal methods, use of force remains the 

ultimate answer, albeit, now restricted by international law since the pact of Paris, 1928 and 

further strengthened by the Charter of the UN, 1945. Diplomatic and judicial methods of 

settlement of international disputes are called the peaceful or amicable methods of settlement. 

The other methods are based on use of force and are described as forcible or coercive or 

compulsive methods of settlement of disputes. Each category is discussed below.                                

Peaceful or amicable methods of settlement of disputes. 

These are: 

1. Arbitration; 

2. Judicial settlement;  

3. Under UNCLOS, 1982; 

4. Negotiations; 

5. Good offices and mediations; 

6. Enquiry; 

7. Conciliations; and 

8. Settlement under patronage of the UN. 

 

1. Arbitration:-  

                     Arbitration plays an important role in dispute settlement both in national and 

international jurisdictions. Arbitrations is an old and effective method of settlement of 

international disputes. The General Assembly of the UN in 1976, recognizing the value 

of arbitration as a method of settling disputes arising in the context of international 

commercial relations, has prepared rules.1 

2. Judicial settlement:- 



                                    The ICJ is the principal judicial organ of the UN. The statute of the 

court annexed to the Charter is an integral part of the Charter.2 Members of the UN are 

ispo facto, parties to the statute.3 Under Article 36(3) of the Charter, the Security Council 

while making recommendation to the states parties to dispute which likely to endanger 

the maintenance of international peace and security (under Art.33) will, as a general rule, 

bear in mind that legal disputes should be referred by the parties to the ICJ in accordance 

with the provisions of the statute of the court. 

 

3. Negotiations:- 

                         This is a simple and direct method of diplomatic action aimed at settling a 

dispute between two parties. Many treaties on pacific settlement recognize 

negotiation as the primary step towards the settlement of international disputes. It 

can be applied to all kinds of disputes, whether political, legal or technical. This 

method of peaceful settlement is mostly resorted to by the states for solving 

contentious issues. While it is not always successful, it does solve the majority of 

disputes. The negotiating mechanism is flexible and relatively informal. 

Negotiation does not imply an obligation to reach an agreement. 

 

4. Good offices and mediation:- 

                                                   In good offices and mediation, there is an involvement of 

a third party. It may be a state, a group of states, eminent citizens of a third state, a  

regional organization of the UN. 

 

(a). Good offices- Where the parties to a disputes are not inclined to settle it through 

negotiations, a third party may offer its good offices. The intervention of a third party to 

settle the dispute does not compel them but it is intended to bring them to a negotiating 

table. An example of good offices is provided by the US President in 1906, which 

brought the 1904 war between Japan and Russia to an end. 

(b).Mediation – In mediation, the third party opens negotiations with each of the parties 

to the dispute separately with object of getting each of them to agree to its final 



proposals. The mediator’s task is “to reconcile the opposing claims and appease the 

feelings of resentment which may have arisen between the parties” 

 

5. Enquiry:- 

                     The Hague Convention, 1899 also provided for an International commission of 

Enquiry to elucidate facts by means of an impartial and conscientious investigation. The 1907 

Convention gives details of object, composition and procedure and cost of such commissions. 

Such Enquiry Commissions have been helpful in settlement of disputes amicably.  

6. Conciliation :- 

                        According to Manly O. Hudson J, conciliation…is a process of 

formulating proposals of settlement after an investigation of the facts and an effort to 

reconcile opposing contentions, the parties to the dispute being left free to accept or reject 

the proposals formulated.4 

                                       Conciliation Commissions were provided for in the Hague 

Conventions of 1899 and 1907 for the pacific settlement of international disputes. The 

reports of such Commissions were not binding on the parties. 

 

7. Settlement under the patronage of the UN:- 

                                                                              Disputes between states ultimately affect 

international peace and security. The primary and basic object of the UN is maintenance 

of international peace and security and preventing breach of such peace and security. The 

members of the UN undertake to settle their international disputes by peaceful means so 

that world peace and security and justice are not endangered. Non – members are also 

restrained by the Charter from acting in a manner inconsistent with the purposes of the 

UN. The General Assembly and the Security Council have been specifically endowed 

with the responsibility of maintaining international peace and security. The Security 

Council has been given the primary responsibility of maintaining international peace 

security, and chapter VI of the Charter contains provisions concerning settlement of 

disputes by peaceful means discussed above. Thus, the emphasis of the Charter has been 

to settle international disputes first by amicable methods, failing which force is used.  
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